The Big Bang may have happened billions of years ago, but that won’t stop us from making our own version here at the Atlanta Science Festival! Don’t miss the explosive moment when we mix hundreds of ping pong balls, some liquid nitrogen, and boiling water. Thank you to Dr. Doug Mulford and his ChEmory team for this annual tradition!

The Pink Ping Pong Big Bang is sponsored by Emory University, a proud founder of the Atlanta Science Festival. Gather at 12pm in front of Delta Air Lines’ tent to see the action.

Onstage known as Patcasso, Patrick Hunter, a performance painter and global STEAM ambassador connects art and science to drive innovation. He takes paint strokes choreographed to music for live performances that captivate audiences by turning the blank canvas into icons.

The Patcasso Performance is brought to us by the NCR Foundation, sponsor of the Atlanta Science Festival. Join us at 1pm in front of NCR’s tent to catch this captivating performance.

Don’t panic! We know you’ve loved the Atlanta Science Festival, and the science fun doesn’t stop here! Celebrate Earth Day, the Science ATL way on April 19th at 7:00pm. Science ATL, Piedmont Park Conservancy, and PBS NOVA host a special showing of Weathering the Future, a PBS NOVA documentary! This isn’t any outdoor movie, it’s a Bike-in movie! Take your two-wheel transportation to Piedmont Park’s Dockside, have a drink and a laugh, and explore strategies people across the country are using to adapt to the challenges we face in climate change.

Learn about this event and more at scienceatl.org/events

The Atlanta Science Festival was founded by Emory University, the Georgia Institute of Technology, and the Metro Atlanta Chamber.